General Tells Of Defeated Jap Fleet

Today's Campus

Americans Disintegrating

General Douglas MacArthur, official announcement and radio statement.

Reds March On

Chinese External Affairs...Dempsey's Forces Drive Germans To Outer Fortifications of City

British Army Closes In On Tilberg After Capturing 'S Hertogenbosch

American ships sent to Philippines.

PHILIPPINES, Oct. 25 (AP) - British second army forces, advancing westward in Holland behind a veritable wall of armor and artillery, rolled back tonight along a 15-mile front north and south of the communications center of 'S Hertogenbosch and drove into swivel on Tilberg, another main town 15 miles southwest of 'S Hertogenbosch.

Landing on the left flank, Lt. Gen. Sir Miles C. Dempsey's forces, including the enemy back side of Tilberg, a fortified stronghold of the German city of 13,000, have now seized a town formerly defended against Allied attacks on the east flank. British patrols were less than two miles east of Tilberg.

Infantry Pushes West

British infantry and armor then 20 miles north of 'S Hertogenbosch, pushed toward west along a railroad running to Enkhuizen and Tilburg.

Away German movements observed north of Tilberg, and French indicated the army was pushing its line of communications, and that both troops and material fell out of the path of General Dempsey's advance.

Canadian forces fighting to the advantage of the Germans, and their position was getting clearer.

The Americans troops made some gains in the north of France, capturing the village of Cambrai after house-to-house fighting. The army impinged on its positions in the north of the Yser, close to the German army's position.

Spain Blames Russia for Civil Rebellion

LONDON, Oct. 25 (AP) - The Spanish press on Saturday charged the Russians with instigating the rebellion in Spain. The charge is a direct result of the Russo-Franco-French

Japanese to the foreground as a last, isolated, in recognition of the world's greatest victory.
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Wanted... Intelligent Voters

To the student voters: Are you, as thoughtful Americans, voting as a group party because you are qualified and believe in the principles and policies for which it stands? Or are you voting as a group party because you have grown up in the tradition of that particular party at home?

"I think an election for grandpa is good enough for me" is not a valid basis on which to vote for platforms, and policies as well as men, for conditions have drastically changed with the passing years. Indeed, if today we should vote as did grandpas, wars and international relationships would continue to be thrashed out by our representatives, for the peace which remains beyond our grasp.

The newspapers and magazines are printing material relevant to the candidates and the parties, and through the radio alone can list the problems as they are presented. That with a couple of hours of study the modern voter to know more thoroughly the essentials of this campaign of 1944.

Will you be an intelligent or a hereditary vote on November 7th?

Tower Guard Again Offers Tutoring Service in Freshman Subjects

The Tower Guard again offers tutoring service in freshman subjects.

A vote for German, French, Chemistry, Biology, and Physics...will be made interesting to any one interested in learning a foreign language.

Chapters of the German and French will unite to make their chapter tutoring sessions more interesting.

American citizens may be requested to join in the organization and help make the sessions enjoyable for all.

Any member of a foreign language department of a high school or college may be requested to help make the sessions enjoyable.

LA COMEDIA

LA COMEDIA is the Spanish honorary society of the University of Michigan. This society organizes the University of Michigan Spanish Club and sponsors the University of Michigan Spanish Society. These clubs are open to all students who have completed two years of Spanish

ORDER OF THE RAINBOW

The Order of the Rainbow is a national organization of women's clubs in the United States. The objective of the Order is to promote the service of schools, colleges, and universities through the promotion of the arts and sciences. The Order of the Rainbow is open to women who have completed at least two years of college and have maintained a grade point average of 3.0 or higher.

Through the Rainbow Society, women can develop their leadership skills, learn new skills, and make valuable contacts that will last a lifetime. The Rainbow Society provides opportunities for women to become involved in their communities, to make a difference in the lives of others, and to have fun while doing it.

In addition to its local chapters, the Rainbow Society has a national headquarters located in Washington, DC. The national headquarters provides support and resources to local chapters, as well as a network of communication among members throughout the United States.

The Rainbow Society is open to women of all backgrounds and nationalities. The organization encourages diversity and values the contributions of its members from around the world.

The Rainbow Society is a non-profit organization and is dedicated to serving the needs of its members and the communities they serve. The society is committed to promoting education, leadership, and service to the community, and to providing opportunities for women to grow and develop personally and professionally.

In Conclusion

The Rainbow Society is a valuable resource for women who are looking to make a difference in their communities and to grow personally and professionally. Members of the Rainbow Society can make valuable contributions to their communities and to the larger world, and they can have fun while doing it.
Spartans, Tatars Expected To Play Aerial Game Friday

Practice to Wind Up With Night Workout

With night workout scheduled to top off a week of preparation for their seventh meeting with the Wayne Tatars Michigan State's football forces appear in top shape for Friday night.

A large crowd in the neighborhood of 15,000 is expected to witness the clash between the two schools. Good weather is promised by the weatherman, and that makes it possible to schedule the game for an additional afternoon.

Sunny weather on the day of the game is likely to cheer Wayne employees, the T shutting in which is no stranger to Michigan, and this should attract a host of serials with the local line on the pitching end. State played a big part in Wayne's initial victory over October.

We can rely on three of their reliable backs, and郝 Sportsman's were light, the running backs, Frank Brogger and the Observer, starting ends, have figured heavily in the running end. Brogger has caught two touchdown passes, and Brogger has been passing to several deep for substantial gain.

If the field is dry there may be a bit of wide-open football in the game. The Spartans are expected to try and shake up the backyards again. But Brogger, one of the shifted shifters, has a State league in the West. Frank Aronson, an all-American, is sure to be a factor, and Ben Johnson's, the back, is sure to be a factor. The big backfield is all the way a question, and if the light weights and the highly developed shape shows signs of weakness, the Observer will be expected to aid in an effort to reserve for the Michigan game.

At 318 W. Washington St.

The Hourly Theatre

The "hit" which some believe makes the difference is a hit.

This theater will open at 7:30 tonight with "Karat," a play about a young martyr of the modern world. The play is produced by the Great Lakes Players, an amateur group of Chicago, and is sponsored by the Hourly Theatre.

The show is a comedy about the life of a young man who becomes involved in a religious sect and is eventually killed by the sect. The play is directed by John H. Johnson, who has produced several other plays in Chicago.

The cast includes Miss Helen M. Brown, who plays the title role, and Mr. and Mrs. John A. Johnson, who play the parents of the young man. The play is presented in two acts, and is expected to run for several weeks.

The Hourly Theatre is located at 318 W. Washington St. in downtown Lansing. It is open every evening at 7:30, and tickets are available at the door for $1.00 each.

Visit our store
for everything
in music.

See our sheet music
and record department
for both popular
and classical music.

Budd's Music House
"Everything Is Music"
236 S. Wash. Ave.
Phone 4-4413

MSC Geologist Helps Plan State Park in Upper Peninsula

Prof. W. A. Kelly, of the college geology department, is working on a map of the perchon mountain area in the Upper Peninsula, which will eventually be used by the state department of conservation in the establishment of a state park in Ontonagon and Gogebic counties.

Working with aerial photographs, to supplement first-hand information, and to visit the area, Kelly's map will show not only streams, lakes, hills, and valleys, but also the elevations.

When completed the park will include 15 to 30 square miles of virgin timber, the largest in the state. Many of the trees attain the height of 100 feet and are often more than 150 feet in circumference. The highest point of elevation in Michigan is also included in this area.

Crisler Prepares Wolverines for Purdue Clash

By FRANK KENESSON

ANN ARBOR (AP)—Coach H. O. (Fritz) Crisler's overwhelming step ahead of the Purdue Boilermakers, prepared by University of Michigan Wolverine for their Saturday big ten football clash here with Purdue, the team that shares the western conference championship with Michigan last season.

In Monday and Tuesday drill this week the Michigan squad continued in defense against Boilermakers running plays. Today they worked long and hard against Purdue posses as demonstrated by reserves.

"Purdue has one of the best balanced attacks I have seen," Crisler said today, referring to his scouting trip last week when he watched the Boilermakers around town 26 to 7.

"They have a fact, explosive running attack; better than average passing," Crisler explained.

Their fullbacks, especially Floyd Coty, are dynamic; their halfbacks can really run, and they have plenty of power through the middle. Cecil Isbell has done a grand job of catching the "T" and we're going to have to have our best game of the season against them.

Gross Point

Take Advantage of Our Plan No Charge—As Long As Four Months Pay

Jackson
Saginaw
Ann Arbor
Battle Creek
Grand Rapids

A Michigan Fashion Institution for 75 Years
Navy Announces Defeat of Jap Fleet

Damage to Enemy Forces American Supply Problem

WASHINGTON, Oct. 25 (AP)—The Imperial Japanese fleet, which raced out of its hiding place to try to defeat the United States and its Allies, has been defeated, Admiral William D. Leahy, President Roosevelt's military adviser, said late today.

American victories in the Philippines, the Dutch East Indies, and the battles of the Coral Sea and Midway have damaged the enemy's supply routes, Admiral Leahy declared.

A message from Admiral William F. Halsey to President Roosevelt said that the enemy "has been defeated, further damaged and routed."

Admiral Leahy's report filters in from other sources presented this picture:

Damage to Fleet
Five Japanese battleships damaged, with some possibly sunk. An aircraft carrier sunk, several cruisers and destroyers sunk and others badly damaged.

American losses as far as could be determined were one light carrier, one escort carrier, and several PT boats sunk and a number of ships damaged, several escort carriers and destroyers damaged.

It was obvious, however, that as many of the ships had remained undamaged that the battle was not yet over.

Operating Route
Immediate results for the United States were awesome. There was, however, no reason to believe the enemy could retreat or withdraw.

Obviously elated, President Roosevelt and the press corps knew the enemy had fought with tremendous valor.

Greek Cabinet Formed Premier Announces 

ATHENS, Oct. 24 (AP)—Premier George Papandreou announced today the formation of a new Greek cabinet, and at the same time he told the nation that the new government was ready to start work.

The new cabinet, composed of Greek politicians, will hold the ministries of war, national defense, and foreign affairs. It includes representatives of eight political parties and three independent candidates.

Only three of the 17 ministers are active members of the Greek government in exile in Cairo.

Efficiency with Speed

Speed's Desk "T.O" at West Pocket, Platte River "T.O." for stumping reports, papers or theses, and for keeping up bulletin boards, maps, etc.—handy and useful equipment for the Well-organized student. Macdonald "play-by-play" equipment designed for a lifetime...$1.50 for the Desk "T.O"; $1.85 for the Platte River "T.O.". In your school supply stores or at any of our stores.

Speed Products Company, Long Island City, N. Y.

Nursing, Council Members to Talk With Lawb Teachers

Eugenie DeArriv, representing the National nursing council, and Louise Stickey, representative at Vogue magazine, will be available for consultations today from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the Mich. State. program of the council.

Miss DeArriv will have consultations with anyone interested in the national profession and offer an opportunity for anyone interested in entering the field to check on qualifications and requirements.

Women who have always been interested in the medical field should talk with Louise Stickey. She will also give advice to those interested in the fields of art. fashion and education. Appointments may be made through the nurse council by calling the Placement office, extension 33.

To obtain business and professional men for supervisory positions in war industries, Stanford University is offering a training program to prepare for the responsibilities of the job.

Explorers to Hear Color Movies of Salmon River

Frederic and Sylvia Christian will present the color motion picture "The River of No Return," the story of their trip down the Salmon river in Idaho, Saturday afternoon at 2:15 p.m., in College auditorium.

Featured in the picture will be such scenes as the craters of the moon, practically untouched lava formations which resemble craters on the moon's surface. Another little known part of America's remotest region to be shown is the Lost river.

Results of tests taken by college students are available in the counselor's office, according to Paul Brown, head of counseling. Each student should make an appointment to meet with his counselor or as soon as possible, Brown said.

This river flows for 50 miles through a desert of stone and then disappears into the earth. One hundred miles to the north it is supposed to reappear in the Thousand springs which Rush from carry on to the Pacific Ocean.

The film will also portray wild life such as desert mountain sheep and goats, and birds and bear in their wild, natural habitat.

Teachers at MEA Conv. Will Hear Chicago, Grand Rapids Editors

Detroit three of the Michigan Education Association will meet today and tomorrow on the college campus. The program includes approximately seven counselors and from four and six thousand students are expected to attend, according to C. V. Midlind, education department head.

The program will be highlighted by the speeches of several prominent leaders of education. Frank Stenhouse, editor of the educational page of the Chicago Sun, will open the program today, talking with a talk, "Looking Forward to a New Century," and the Grand Rapids Press will present film of "Pathways for Victory."

William P. Thirty, chancellor of Syracuse university, will speak tomorrow afternoon in the topic "Getting Ready for Post War Education."

All senior education majors and especially invited to attend the meetings. They may receive tickets free from Prof. Reiner, chairman of the program in auditorium.

Convos Rooms Needed

Over-night rooms to accommodate delegates in the State E. A. convention to be held on the campus of Oct. 30, will be reserved Wednesday. The campus of Oct. 30, will be reserved Wednesday. The campus.

Other rooms are urged to have accommodations for delegates. The rooms reserved for the convention, for many offices, college extension 302.

1712 Opportunities for Michigan Girls TO JOIN THE U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps

U. S. Public Health Service

AS A CADET NURSE YOU WILL RECEIVE:

* Complete course in the nursing school of your choice—all tuition paid
* Regular monthly allowance
* Room and board

THERE ARE NOW OVER 100,000 CADET NURSES 60,000 MORE NEEDED AT ONCE

If the School of Nursing you prefer is full, or if you wish to attend a school outside your state, write U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps, U. S. Public Health Service, Box 66, New York, New York. Within one state or outside state, apply to your local Cadet Nurse Corps. Ask today at your local hospital or through the U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps.